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ABSTRACT

A major issue in intonation research is modelling fine-grained variability while capturing significant generalizations needed to guide typology and abstraction. I argue that this remains an unresolved issue because of the assumed direct and invariant relationship between abstract tonal categories and F0, which is treated as intonation’s only exponent. New findings and modelling from my own research programme together with documented typological diversity inform a revised understanding of the relation between abstract intonational structure and phonetic realization. This body of work shows that tonal events are comparable to segments: they are realized by a number of phonetic dimensions that exhibit within-category variability and cross-category overlap, and are in trading relationships with each other. Recognizing the variable realization of tonal events requires that we relax the invariance criterion, and accept that (a) the relationship between intonation and F0 is not straightforward, and (b) intonational meaning is critical for determining intonational categories.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The focus of this paper is the representation and phonetic realization of intonation. Intonation refers to the language-specific and systematic modulations of F0 that span entire utterances and have grammatical function(s), such as encoding pragmatic information and marking phrasal boundaries.

A major challenge for models of intonation is the need to simultaneously (i) account for fine-grained phonetic variability in realization and (ii) reach phonological abstractions useful for capturing generalizations about intonation form and meaning. Debates about this relationship are not new or unique to intonation, as the relationship itself applies to all levels of speech analysis. The debate, however, has been particularly prominent in the study of intonation because of additional layers of variability in its phonetic realization and the ways in which they have been handled so far.

First, F0, the primary phonetic exponent of intonation, does not present obvious discontinuities (either at the auditory or acoustic level) that can lead to positing distinct units with some ease. Second, F0 contours treated by speakers and listeners as instances of the same tune can differ substantially from each other, mostly due to context-dependent changes, known as lawful variability [5]. These two features of intonation are illustrated in Fig. 1; the F0 contours in black show two instances of uptalk [39]; both could be responses to a prompt like Name please and both convey that the speaker is not certain the addressee will recognize their name. However, the final rise is timed differently, spanning the last two syllables in the longer utterance, but just a part of the only vowel in the shorter one. The blue line shows the pitch contour of a different token of Leonard Millersville produced by the same speaker with comparable duration to the token with the black contour. When considering the differences between these three pitch tracks, three questions arise. First, how do we capture the commonalities that lead speakers of some English varieties to interpret these contours as instances of the same tune? Second, how do speakers know when to use this tune, and how do they learn how to implement it over utterances of different length and structure? Third, as linguists, how do we separate (inevitable) random noise, like that between the blue and black contours in Fig. 1, from other types of variability that we may need to account for, such as dialect, style and politeness effects [4, 14, 15, 20], and how do we separate these from inter-speaker variability [14]? In short, the challenge is how to make sense of all these types of variability, how to abstract generalities beyond them, and how to disentangle phonological intonational contrasts as encoded in F0, from other influences on F0.

Figure 1: Waveforms and F0 contours of uptalk used with utterances differing in duration; the blue and black lines represent the contours of two tokens of Leonard Millersville produced by the same speaker.
1.2. Treatments of phonetic variability and abstraction

The challenge of determining tonal constituents and structure while handling variability has met with a number of approaches. Most focus on one of the challenges only. Thus, several early models developed representations that are by and large idealized versions of pitch contours, and (with the exception of IPO [38]), do not address variability at all [10, 19, 30, 33]. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 using the British School notation [30].

**Figure 2.** An idealized pitch contour using the British School notation; from [30, p. 29].

Some models have instead focused on capturing variability [13, 34]. For example, Xu and colleagues used root mean square error (RMSE) to measure the distance between natural F0 curves and curves synthesized following the principles of a number of models [34]. In this approach, the goal is to be as close as possible to the original F0 contour and capture every microprosodic effect. As argued in [6], by focusing exclusively on granularity, these types of models fail to capture significant generalizations. At the same time, they fail to separate lawful variation from random variability.

In contrast to the above models, the autosegmental metrical model of intonational phonology (henceforth AM [24]) appears at first glance to address both challenges. AM is a phonological model in which intonation is represented as a string of H (high) and L (low) tones phonologically associated with the prosodic tree, specifically with either prosodic heads (typically stressed syllables) or phrasal boundaries. The model provides a mechanism for connecting the abstract tonal string to phonetics: L and H tone strings are often treated as akin to phonetic transcriptions. This understanding in effect treats the tonal string as a reconstruction of F0 (like other idealizations), not a symbolic representation. It has thus led to an assumption that AM representations should be faithful reflections of F0, thereby sustaining the confound between F0 and intonation (see [24] for a discussion on how this assumption may have been strengthened by the popularity of ToBI systems). The use of L and H to represent tones reinforces this view in a way that does not apply to symbols for segments. The relation between, say, [a] and its phonetic value is recognized to be one of convention, and [a] can be used to represent a number of related vowel qualities. For L and H, however, there is an expectation (which is, strictly-speaking, unwarranted by AM), that they transparently represent actual low and high F0 points [24].

An additional issue is the notion of *segmental anchoring* [6], which postulates that tonal targets reflecting underlying tones align with the segmental string in a stable manner. This finding of [6] has led to stable alignment being used as a diagnostic of phonological status. For instance, [25] use the stable scaling and alignment of an F0 minimum to argue that English pitch accent represented as H* in [31] includes a low tonal target, and thus that this accent’s phonological representation should include a L tone.

More recently, the preoccupation with variability in the face of expected invariance has led to the development of an International Prosodic Alphabet (IPrA), in which the precise location of F0 minima and maxima is a primary analysis criterion [21]. Fig. 3 illustrates how two rises with slightly different peak alignment are represented in [21]. The assumption is that L+H* and L+<H* could be contrastive in a system. For such precision to work in practice, however, tonal targets must be invariant.

**Figure 3:** IPrA representations of the alignment contrast between L+H* and L+<H* accents; black lines represent idealized F0; blue rectangles represent the stressed syllable; after [21].

Given many standard practices in intonation research (see e.g. [22, 23]), the assumption of invariance evinced in [21] may seem well-founded. Many studies rely on scripted data elicited from dialectally homogeneous groups of educated speakers who are at ease with reading from a script in a consistent manner; thus the data of many existing studies are relatively uniform [2]. Further, statistical analysis focuses on the presence of significant differences between putative categories, since such
differences are the main criterion for determining tonal status. These practices create the impression that tonal categories are (or should be) phonetically distinct and invariant. They lead to an expectation that distributions for some phonetic feature, such as early vs. late peak alignment said to distinguish L+H* and L+<H* in Fig. 3, are akin to the distributions in Fig. 4a: narrow and completely distinct from each other. On the other hand, realistic distributions of the same feature (peak alignment), like those in Fig. 4b, are considered problematic.

**Figure 4.** (a) Idealized distributions of early peak (EP) vs. late peak (LP) alignment; (b) schematic visualization of realistic distributions; (c) peak alignment as a continuum from early to late peak.

In short, the approaches to intonation so far have either ignored variability altogether, or have made it into a core issue: it is either the main focus of modelling or a problem to be solved. In what follows I present results from recent work which show why this approach should be revised. These results support a different approach to intonation and advocate in favour of greater reliance on meaning.

### 2. PHONETIC VARIABILITY AND CATEGORY OVERLAP

The extent of variability in intonation is glimpsed by means of Functional Principal Components Analysis (FPCA, [17]). FPCA captures essential modes of variation in curves and returns them in functional form, as Principal Components (PCs). Each F0 curve in the analysed sample receives a coefficient for each PC, showing the extent to which this PC contributes to the shape of this curve. In [26] we used FPCA to analyse data from thirteen speakers of Greek who produced short utterances in dialogues leading to the use of one of three accents, H*, L+H* and H*+L, depending on pragmatics [3]. The accents show variability due to tonal crowding: they all appear in one of the last three syllables of an utterance followed by L-L% edge tones.

FPCA of 844 F0 curves that constituted this corpus showed that the first two PCs capture 88.7% of the variability in the curves. The shape of the PCs is illustrated in Fig. 5: the black line represents the average curve in this body of data; the curves with + and – symbols represent the changes to the average curve when the coefficient of the depicted PC is +1 or -1 standard deviation respectively. F0 curves are composites of PC1 and PC2 (and additional PCs to a much lesser extent), with the contribution of each PC to the shape of the F0 curve being determined by its coefficient. In their aggregate the PC coefficients (or scores) differ significantly by accent (for the statistical analysis see [26]). What is of interest here is the overlap between accents in terms of these scores. This is illustrated in the density plots of PC1 and PC2 in Fig. 6, which shows substantial overlap in PC scores for the three accents.

Such overlap should not be surprising. It is normal for all types of phonetic categories. It applies even to categories that are critical for encoding phonological contrasts, such as short- and long-lag VOT which phonetically distinguish phonologically voiced and voiceless stops in English [28]. The PC density plots also show that some categories may have more stable realization than others; this is the case here with the H* accent, relative to L+H* and H*+L [cf. 37].

Further, the data show that scaling and alignment are not independent of one another: as the curves in Fig. 5 show, peak location and scaling covary; e.g. a higher PC1 score leads to an earlier and higher peak relative to a low PC1 score; the peak of the positive PC2 curve is both higher and delayed relative to the peak of the negative curve. This suggests that it is not possible to neatly distinguish alignment from scaling and consider them independent of each other.

**Figure 5.** PC1 and PC2 curves modelling 844 F0 curves evenly distributed among the H*, L+H* and H*+L accents of Greek (for details, see text and [26]).

**Figure 6: Density plots of PC1 scores (a) and PC2 scores (b), separately for H*, L+H*, and H*+L Greek accents.**

Such variability is not unique to these accents; similar results are presented, e.g., for Greek wh-questions [15, 16], despite the fact that the investigated differences in pitch contours are
pragmatically robust [9]. More generally, variability has been reported for a number of languages. For example, loose tonal alignment is a characteristic of several languages, including Dalabon [11], Mawng [12], and Ambonese Malay [27]. These findings indicate that strict alignment is not necessary, and that a looser association between tonal events and structural positions may be the norm in some systems. This could be due to other prosodic properties, such as a lack of lexical stress, as in Ambonese Malay [27], or to word order and morphological structure [11, 12].

3. BEYOND ALIGNMENT

As the above findings indicate, overlap between tonal categories is inevitable, and stable alignment may not be an option at all for some categories or linguistic systems. If so, it is worth considering alternative measures, criteria and practices in the analysis of intonation.

3.1. Multiple cues and cue trading

One of the reasons for the focus on invariance is that F0 is considered the only exponent of intonation and thus as essential for determining the identity of a tonal event. However, many studies show that tonal events influence the realization of segments they co-occur with. This suggests that tonal events are cued by multiple parameters, not just F0 [8, 29]. Cue redundancy and cue-trading are not new concepts when dealing with segments [35], though they are only beginning to be discussed in intonation [14].

Such cues can be specific to particular tonal events. For instance, the PC scores of the Greek pitch accents discussed above have been statistically modelled to include the duration of the analysis window. All accents showed a negative correlation between duration and PC1, suggesting a trade-off between pitch height and duration to encode accentuation. However, for L+H*, the results also showed a negative correlation between PC2 and duration; in other words, for this accent there was a trade-off between getting the “scooped” shape right or using duration to encode contrastiveness (cf. [7] on the role of duration in realizing this accent). A similar connection is reported in [2] for the L+H* of Greek Thrace Romani. Likewise, [8] examined two tunes used in Polish for routine and urgent calls and showed that the rise found in both is treated differently under tonal crowding. As shown in Fig. 7, when these tunes are realized on a monosyllable, the rise to a peak in the routine tune is retained, while that of the urgent tune is truncated. This suggests that the rise is essential for the identity of the accent only in the former tune. This is reflected in the representations proposed in [8], namely LH* for the routine and H* for the urgent call accent.

Additional cues need not be local to the syllable(s) synchronized with a tonal event. The Greek accent data were also modelled to include the presence of a preceding accent and its effect of PCs [26]. The results show that the presence of a preceding accent does affect F0 scaling, with effects being specific to each accent and consistent with its representation [26]. These changes, which affect the F0 of unaccented syllables, could be cues that help listeners predict the identity of upcoming tonal events. Although the role of these additional cues is as yet unclear, it is evident that they are worthy of further investigation.

3.2. Optional tonal targets

An additional criterion for phonological status is proposed by [8]. The authors examined routine and urgent calls in Polish and showed that the rise found in both is treated differently under tonal crowding. As shown in Fig. 7, when these tunes are realized on a monosyllable, the rise to a peak in the routine tune is retained, while that of the urgent tune is truncated. This suggests that the rise is essential for the identity of the accent only in the former tune. This is reflected in the representations proposed in [8], namely LH* for the routine and H* for the urgent call accent.

3.3. Analytical decisions

A practical question that arises is how to deal with the variability documented above when analysing a new intonation system. In [2] I discuss a number of sources of variation and argue that they should be considered before observed changes are deemed to reflect a phonological difference. In short, in [2] I advocate for analytical simplicity unless evidence suggests otherwise.

This principle is put to practice in the analysis of Greek Thrace Romani intonation [2]. The corpus is one of spontaneous speech from a non-standardized linguistic variety spoken primarily by speakers with little schooling who are trilingual in Romani, Turkish and Greek. Under these conditions, typical tests of invariance fail. This is illustrated in Fig. 8, which shows several instances of a H* accent in an utterance from a semi-spontaneous task. No two instances of...
H* are similar phonetically, with differences relating to segmental context and the vicinity of other accents. The solution advocated in [2] is to rely on the pragmatic role of the accents: the utterance in Fig. 8 is all new, so the accents are treated as instances of the same tonal category. To ensure parsimony, these accents are represented as H*, as the presence of a preceding low target is optional. What the H* tokens have in common in terms of phonetics is that the accented syllable has high F0 in all of them.

Figure 8. Waveform and F0 contour of “on Abdul there are three apples” showing multiple instances of H* accents in Greek Thrace Romani; after [2].

4. CONTINUA, CATEGORY OVERLAP AND THE ROLE OF MEANING

This understanding of phonetic realization requires systematic use of intonational meaning as a criterion during analysis. Although formal models of intonational meaning are available [32, 36], they have not been extensively tested or systematically applied to languages other than English. In addition, many descriptions of intonational meaning blur the boundaries between linguistic meaning and paralinguistic information. A case in point is the debate as to whether H* and L+H* are two distinct accents in English or present the edges of a continuum (and thus they are instances of the same category). In [32], the analysis that posits two categories, H* and L+H*, the meaning of the accents is formalized in terms of their contribution to the common ground, i.e. within a recognized pragmatic framework. In alternatives such as [24], the accents form a continuum that stretches from least to most emphatic, with earlier peak alignment (and lower scaling) at one end and late peak alignment (and higher scaling) at the other; in short, this leads to a distribution like that in Fig. 4c, along the scaling and alignment dimensions. As argued in [1], the analysis in [32] relates to intonation, while that in [24] is paralinguistic: both the realization and the interpretation are gradient. The former analysis allows for within-category variability (as in Fig. 4b), while the latter can only reflect genuine gradience. The possible presence of such gradience and its relation to intonational contrasts and within-category variability is a topic worth examining further.

5. TINT: TOWARDS A NEW APPROACH

Below I propose a new approach to intonation research based on the above findings. It is a set of a principles, stemming from a main postulation, which can be condensed into tame intonation (TINT): intonation is comparable to other subsystems of phonology, not Bolinger’s “half-tamed savage” [10]. The “untamed” side of intonation reflects paralinguistic, non-structural effects on F0, which, should not be confused with intonation proper. It follows that the study of intonation should rely on the criteria and assumptions used for the study of segmentals. A number of corollaries stem from TINT.

Realization

- Intonational categories are likely to show phonetic variability the extent and sources of which can only be empirically determined.
- Although F0 is the main exponent of intonation, it is unlikely to be the only one.
- Not all F0 variations reflect phonological structure; empirical testing is required to determine which do.

Representation and analysis

- Phonological representations should be used to capture contrastiveness in a system, not variability.
- Criteria for positing contrasts should include phonetic evidence, system-internal considerations [18], and the role of meaning.
- Invariance on some phonetic dimension should not be considered essential or used as the main criterion for establishing phonological categories.
- Paralinguistic notions (such as emphasis) should not be used in lieu of formal pragmatic definitions of meaning distinctions.

Processing

- The identification and interpretation of tonal categories during processing relies on (i) local phonetic detail and cue-weighting, (ii) distal context, such as the realization of other tonal events in the utterance, and (iii) top-down information, including pragmatic context.

6. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this body of work invites a re-think of standard practices and assumptions in the study of intonation that go beyond AM. It shows that tonal events are comparable to segments: they are realized by several phonetic dimensions that are in trading relationships with each other and exhibit within-category variability and cross-category overlap. Recognizing the variable realization of tonal events requires that we relax the invariance criterion, and accept that the relationship between intonation and F0 is not straightforward, and intonational meaning is critical for determining intonational categories.
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